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When traditional business practices, company culture 
and operating models inhibit the required creativity and 
speed to effectively drive new customer solutions and 
value creation, that is when an OEM needs to seriously 
consider alternative innovation modes and ventures  
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WHAT ARE SMART SYSTEMS?
A new generation of computing systems and information architecture that when combined with artificial 
intelligence, machine learning and Internet of Things technologies are breaking away from today’s information, 
computing and telecom (ICT) paradigms to enable intelligent real-world physical systems to be integrated onto 
networks and the data from machines, sensors, video streams, maps, people, news feeds and more to become 
an integral part of all information systems.   This new paradigm is driving all information systems and, more 
importantly, their interactions towards real-time, state-based, context-sensitive capabilities that integrate people, 
processes, physical equipment and knowledge to enable collective awareness and better decision making. 
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01:  OEM GROWTH CHALLENGES 
The industrial device, equipment and machinery universe encompasses a wide range of 
companies that develop and supply the equipment that other companies need to run their 
operations. The impact of original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) on the global economy 
cannot be understated. The breadth of equipment and products spans from components such 
as semiconductors and sensors to robotics and industrial machinery as well as complex test and 
measurement systems. 

This paper identifies new forces acting on players and markets and seven key growth themes 
that tie closely to future OEM competitiveness which, in turn, are tied to several technology 
trends we believe will enable new customer solutions and new non-traditional growth 
opportunities.  Digitization and the continued evolution of Smart Systems technologies will 
impact virtually every dimension of any OEM’s growth strategy and operating model and will 
likely make the business look and feel very different in the coming years.

MACHINE and EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS FACE DRAMATIC CHANGES 
While it is difficult to generalize, most OEM segments are undergoing dramatic change due 
to broader forces at work in the marketplace but also because of the impacts driven by digital 
and Internet of Things technologies. The advent of connectivity for intelligent equipment and 
machines is enabling asset monitoring and tracking to ensure uptime, performance, availability, 
software version control, and location analysis for a wide range of applications.  As networks 
continue to invade the physical world of sensors and machines, many OEM’s have come to 
understand the significant value created from extracting and leveraging the machine data and 
usage information from their equipment.  

As the Industrial OEM arena evolves past the last several turbulent years, multiple forces 
[such as global economic expansion] are likely to contribute to positive growth in the short to 
moderate term. The overall health of the global economy and global gross domestic product 
(GDP) growth historically tie closely to the growth of machines and capital equipment. For 
leadership teams in OEMs, identifying and understanding key forces and trends and their 
potential impacts on their specific product, machine or systems segment, will be critical for 
sustaining growth and performance in the long run. Management in equipment manufacturers 
and machine builders will face tough trade-off decisions related to new technology and 
innovation investments as well as rapidly evolving business and operating models.

Technologies, markets, customer needs and competitors are all changing rapidly. Consider just 
a selection of the many forces at work in the marketplace today:  

 » As the economy has evolved to a more service-oriented and increasingly digital state, the 
importance of speed and agility as well as building new skills has increased dramatically. 
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Exhibit  01:  OEM Business Model Characteristics
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 » Capital is increasingly available and abundant. The scale of financial assets is now roughly  
8-10 times global GDP, making unique skills and new innovation concepts far more 
important than capital formation and also, are the true constraint on an OEM’s ability to 
drive new growth.

 » Industries are consolidating into a “winner-takes-all” mode. Virtually any product or 
services segment likely had twenty or more significant competitors thirty years ago.  Today 
that number is typically 3-5 globally dominant leaders in each segment collectively earning 
as much as 75% or more of the profit pool. 

 » Wall Street demands and rewards quarterly profits and short-term performance in the 
name of driving shareholder value. Shorter management horizons and increased pressures 
from investors are what drives businesses today with less emphasis on longer term 
investments in new growth.

We would describe all of the above trends as “classic.” What we mean is the relationship of 
these trends to an OEM’s core product business is predictable. For OEMs to succeed in their 
core product businesses they will need to continue to carefully set priorities and investments to 
address prevailing trends in the marketplace.  Innovation for the core business is, for the most 
part, sustaining, incremental and continuous. Performance measurement, repeatability, risk 
management, continuous improvement and financial discipline are the minimum requirements 
to help drive a continuing cycle of improved costs and higher levels of customer support.  

However,  we believe new digital and Smart Systems technologies will have an out sized 
impact on OEM’s strategy and begin to turn long held beliefs upside down. For example, many 
managers believe that you can be big and low cost, or you can be focused and differentiated—
but not both. Today’s Smart Systems and IoT technologies are enabling new modes of services 
delivery and creating new opportunities with data and analytics capabilities that either 
significantly reduce, if not eliminate, this classic strategic trade-off. This, we believe, is but one 
example of the extraordinary effects new systems technology will have on OEMs.

02:  DIGITAL PITFALLS 
Traditional management in many OEM businesses tends to assume that, whatever the OEM’s 
focus, their business and their peer OEMs share similar characteristics, organization structures, 
product development protocols and sales and marketing practices. Management attention 
in OEM businesses has traditionally focused on the known, the visible, and the predictable.  
Anything too difficult to measure is too often treated as if it were unreal.  

Even more misleading is the assumption that “business as usual” will prevail over a given 
planning period. Such assumptions leave little room for dynamic management (or creation) 
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of change, the early identification of emerging markets or technical discontinuities, or the 
increased presence of unfamiliar competitors.  Traditional planning processes, with their linear 
view and built-in bias towards the established and predictable, will fail to prepare OEMs for the 
significant changes coming.

OEMs will need to be better at spotting emergent trends and being able to quickly respond 
to new market entrants with new technologies or evolving competitive threats.  In this 
fast changing environment, leadership’s ability to identify emergent trends and potential 
discontinuities “around corners” will become a minimum requirement.  In our experience this 
capability is more art than science and requires very acute observation of the external world. 
Staying close to customers, vigilantly tracking competitors maneuvers and tapping alliance and 
ecosystem partners for new insights and perspective are all methods to become more acutely 
aware of change.

Today, across diverse manufacturing business segments, many companies feel they are being 
disrupted by digital, smart systems and IoT technologies. Incumbents are quickly realizing that 
in order to address the next wave of opportunity, they will have to shift from product-driven 
organizations to service-driven businesses but, for the most part, are not driving tangible results.  
Why is that?  We believe there a many diverse challenges and pitfalls, including:  

 » Companies not knowing where to begin on the digital and IoT journey and who in the 
organization should own the initiatives.

Exhibit  02:  Digital Solution Enablers 
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 » A lack of education or disagreement amongst leadership for what digital and IoT means as 
a growth opportunity for the company.

 » Too many siloed digital projects happening all at once, no central function or organization 
schema to capture the whole opportunity. 

 » Leadership does not understand or has not seen examples of proven ROI or tangible 
measures for success, which impedes companies from getting out of the starting gate.

 » Companies are taking a technology first mentality, meaning they focus on leveraging “AI” 
or “Blockchain” and just assume they will achieve value in the long-term.

 » Peers and Suppliers aren’t geared or organized to support digital and IoT in an ecosystem, 
or do not understand how to design or navigate dynamic partnerships in the context of an 
ecosystem.

It is still early on, but the mounting pressure and potential disruption to companies that 
manufacture products could be quite large.  In order to achieve success, companies need to 
start with real customer pain points and problems and work with them to collaboratively create 
solutions.

Exhibit  03:  Digital Challenges and Pitfalls
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In our experiences working with a diverse cross-section of manufacturers, one of the most 
important dimensions to making these initiatives work (a dimension, I’m frustrated to say, 
that is too often overlooked) is identifying the right people and mix of staff to drive strategy, 
engagement, and empathy; a group that can quickly develop the right energy level and 
enthusiasm as well as having a “stick-to-it” and “see-it-through” attitude for new smart systems 
and digital business creation.

While we strongly believe Smart Systems and IoT technologies will play a central role in 
OEM’s strategies going forward, we have also observed how difficult it’s been for many OEM’s 
to integrate new digital and IoT technology into their core business.  As the pace of Smart 
Systems and IoT technology adoption increases, many managers will be challenged by the 
trade-off decisions they will face.  Should we invest more in the core business or invest more in 
new autonomous innovation teams and new growth ventures?    

When traditional business practices, company culture and operating models inhibit the 
required creativity and speed to effectively drive new customer innovation and value creation or, 
when traditional operating models constrain the organization’s ability to develop new technical 
skills or organizational capabilities, that is when an OEM needs to seriously consider alternative 
innovation modes and non-traditional growth ventures.  

03:  EVOLVING GROWTH THEMES 
The business environment for OEMs has entered a new chapter with new challenges and 
unfamiliar technologies impacting virtually all of the diverse players and segments across the 
OEM arena. Because of its breadth and diversity, it’s difficult to generalize how players in 
specific segments should think about and respond to new unpredictable forces in the market. 
Even though the journey forward will differ from company to company, we believe leadership 
teams in OEMs should be focusing on the following growth themes: 

 » New Non-Traditional Growth Opportunities:  sources of new growth are shifting away 
from just growing with the market or taking market share from peer players. For many 
OEMs, growth is rapidly shifting beyond their core business to broader product/system/
solutions offerings, integrating new embedded digital capabilities or expanding vertical 
integration, particularly leveraging new services and value-added customer support. 

 » Changing Sources of Competitive Differentiation:  we believe competitive differentiation 
will shift away from traditional sources such as product/brand position, scale and available 
capital, low cost manufacturing, product portfolio, channel or customer support capabilities 
towards a new focus aimed at areas such as IoT enabled product innovations as well as 
partner and ecosystem development. 

 » User and Customer Experience:  IoT and connected product technologies are enabling 
radically new user and customer experiences and informing equally disruptive business 
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models (think of Apple, Amazon, Uber, etc.). Understanding user and customer 
preferences, behaviors, interactions and the technologies that can inform unique user 
experiences can create new differentiated offerings. This will drive a shift toward 
understanding how ‘intelligent’ products are experienced and how ‘networked’ products 
foster diverse interactions between and among manufacturers, users, application developers, 
technology sourcing partners and channel participants in a networked context. 

 » Smart Systems Innovation and Optimization: new digital and IoT technologies will 
drive a multi-year wave of growth based on the convergence of innovations in embedded 
software, machine intelligence and data and information architectures integrated with more 
powerful sensors, actuators and client devices connected to higher performance personal, 
local and wide-area networks. These technologies will work together in unprecedented 
ways to solve more complex business problems than previous generations of automation, 
control and computing technologies. These new capabilities will revolve around real-
time situational awareness and automated analysis of “states” and operations. As a result, 
technology moves beyond just proposing task solutions — such as executing a work order 

Smart Systems Design

Non-Traditional
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    Innovation

   New Business
         Models
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    Experience

  Strange
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Exhibit  04:  Evolving OEM Growth Themes 
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or a sales order — to sensing what is happening in the world around it, analyzing that new 
information for risks and alternatives, and taking actions. 

 » Go-To-Market and Value Delivery Networks Drive Strange Bedfellows:  As the 
complexity of these systems continues to increase, the number and diversity of stakeholders, 
users, sellers and supporters interacting with these systems will also rise in a way that 
creates a “social system” comprised of new unfamiliar relationships - a phenomenon 
we call “strange bedfellows.”  Leveraging new digital data value inherent in connected 
products and systems will require new infrastructure and enabling technologies that will, 
in turn, inform the formation of new and different market relationships and alliance 
networks comprised of complementary equipment and device OEMs as well as third party 
application developers and services providers. We believe that within this solution delivery 
social system [or ecosystem] OEMs will need to understand new value adding “roles,” but 
also make conscious decisions about their evolving position in market delivery alliances and 
networks.

 » New Business Models, Skills and Organization Designs:  The technical innovation driven 
by digital and IoT technologies coupled with diverse and changing relationships between 
and among complementary players will likely lead to changes in market structure, shifts 
in the sources of profit and value creation and thus, new business and operating models. 
Identifying and designing new business models along with developing the new skills, 
capabilities, systems and organizational relationships they require will be critical to success.

It is this last growth theme focused on new business models that stands out for us.  The 
influence and disruptiveness of platform companies affect much of the business world these 
days. Platforms can come in many types, including a de facto standard such as Cisco’s network 
operating system or Microsoft’s Windows, or Facebook’s immense user base. Platform 
business models that creatively combine elements of dis-intermediation, shifting profit pools, 
new recurring services, customer transparency or other maneuvers are all disrupting existing 
business and operating models - and it does not stop here - just think about supply chain 
and freight logistics, travel, order management, customer relationship management software, 
consumer lending and payments, to name a few.  New platform business models are popping up 
everywhere leading to the question, how should OEMs respond?

Perhaps the most important perspective we have come to is about the relationship between 
technology architectures and business models and the “role” platforms and relationships play 
in enabling a whole new level of differentiation. Our evolving “thesis” points to the complexity 
of smart connected systems and, as the number and diversity of stakeholders expands (users, 
sellers, supporters, benefactors, etc.), and the volume and nature of their interactions grows, 
the systems or “technology architecture” will become more and more tightly coupled to the 
“business [model] architecture” and, in turn, the so-called platform becomes the central 
organizing mechanism required to deliver new data and information-driven services. Platform 
development decisions must be aligned with the corresponding business and revenue models 
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these technologies will inform.  These two “architectures” must be viewed in close proximity. 
Technology architectures and business architectures need to be mutually supportive without 
inhibiting one or the other.  

However, trying to coordinate and leverage the respective roles of technology architecture and 
business architecture often creates contention.  Many of the participants in this emerging arena 
that we speak with are coming to see the continuously evolving relationship between these 
two dimensions as fertile ground for innovation.  They need to be interwoven and mutually 
supportive.  In fact, from our own direct consulting experiences, we believe success in either 
- technology architecture and business architecture - increasingly goes to the company that 
effectively utilizes the combined potential of both.

04:  DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT VENTURES 
Today, the subject of corporate ventures and related maneuvers does not inspire many 
executives, especially in the conservative cultures that often exist within machine 
builders and equipment manufacturers. We believe that like a pendulum swinging, 
corporate ventures suffered a bad reputation starting as far back as the run up to the 
Internet bubble burst in the 1990s.  However, because the many challenges associated 
with embracing digital and Smart Systems technologies are now clearer and better 
understood, we believe the pendulum is likely swinging back. If OEM management 
teams will need to live in two distinct contexts - running their core business as 
efficiently as possible while also being able to identify new and novel product and 
systems innovations, then it is very likely we have entered a chapter in the marketplace 
where non-traditional growth ventures and vehicles will become more common.   

Developing autonomous growth ventures in parallel with the core business raises 
challenging operating model questions. To what extent should a new growth venture 
re-define elements in the core business? How, when and in what manner should the 
new business be integrated into the core?  How will leadership make critical allocation 
decisions around skills, people, talent and investments?  All of these questions lead to a 
very basic question, is it better to create new growth ventures or does it make more sense 
to keep an eye on similar external developments and players in the market and then 
either invest or acquire the new growth business?  
Global expansion; re-engineering; lean practices; mergers and acquisitions.  For most OEMs 
these strategies for growth and value creation have reached the point of diminishing returns.  
As networks continue to integrate the physical and virtual worlds, what worked in the past to 
drive new growth is less likely to work now or in the future. 

To stay competitive, OEMs will need to sustain momentum in their core business while 
developing new digital and IoT capabilities, offerings and business models.  The assumption 
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Exhibit  05:  Corporate Venture Development Has Had A Bad Reputation
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that the primary role of an equipment manufacturer is only about sustaining their core 
product business no longer works. We believe OEMs need to think seriously about new more 
autonomous ventures and growth vehicles for smart systems innovation.  OEMs need to think 
about new growth businesses in a manner that transcends their core products or services. OEM 
business strategists need to creatively imagine fully developed application solutions, ecosystems 
and whole marketplaces. 

In our experience with clients, most OEMs are significantly challenged in their development 
of new growth ventures. Today, OEMs willing to act tend to select only one of many potential 
sources for their new ventures:

 » Internally via spin-off of sound new business ideas that surface in existing core businesses, 
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but where the culture and operating mode in the core do not permit them to survive beyond 
early R&D or development;

 » Autonomous ventures often developed via a corporate venture function or similar for new 
high potential innovation and business concepts such as IoT platforms;

 » Externally via acquisitions and minority equity investments; and, 

 » Externally via joint ventures created collaboratively with customer and/or partner inputs 
and Development.

Accordingly, the strategies and organizational approaches adopted by many OEMs today reflect 
their focus on only one source of new ventures.  In contrast to these more limited approaches, 
we believe OEMs need to move beyond their “comfort zone” and focus on synergistic market 

Exhibit 06:  New Growth and Innovation Modes for OEMs
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opportunities that expand an OEM’s footprint beyond their core with new growth venture 
development strategies that leverage a more flexible mix of these approaches – determining the 
best mix and the most viable “vehicle/s” for new customer solution opportunities. 

OEMs need to take a more holistic view of new non-traditional growth opportunities that 
can include ventures that address innovations in the core business as well as collaboration 
with customers and partners. Exhibit 7 underscores the need for an approach that addresses 
differing time frames for new venture development in addition to new approaches. Some 
forward looking OEMs are already moving down this path.  Players like GE, with the creation 
of its Digital unit, or Bosch’s development of an autonomous platform business, are prominent 
examples. In both cases, these focused maneuvers became part of a larger set of developments 
including acquisitions, joint developments and minority equity investments.

When multiple parallel modes of new innovation and venture development are correctly 
applied, OEMs can create new internal growth ventures and engage with external 
organizations at differing stages of development in a structured manner.  Recent maneuvers by 
larger OEMs, as mentioned earlier, have hit a number of  “speed bumps” in their development, 
but we believe the more important measure of progress has been management’s willingness to 
take the risk of creating new venture businesses, developing new capabilities and forging new 
non-traditional relationships to create new customer solutions.

Beyond those we have highlighted, new emerging investment and venturing approaches are 
being organized in a variety of industries including investment vehicles that tie investors to 
specific ventures within a larger organization—investments that are suited to their risk profiles 
and that do not involve owning a share of the whole company. In healthcare, for example, 
several players are funding new drug developments with “focused” funding for the development 
of specific products, matching their capital needs with the risk preferences and domain 
expertise of specific investors. 

Strategic alliances to drive 
industrial Ethernet (technology 
from cisco to Rockwell and 
market access via Rockwell 
channel for Cisco

Creating Joint 
Sponsored Ventures

Reverse merger and acquisition 
to create new software business 
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Creation of GE Software to converge 
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single platform – equity investment 
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platform to market

Creating New 
Functional Units 

Exhibit 07:  Leading OEMs Are Driving Multi-Modal Growth Strategies
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05:  CATALYTIC GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR OEMs 
While many companies continue to use traditional approaches to strategy development and 
some even succeed in this way, Harbor has seen over and over that the biggest winners are those 
that take firm control of their growth strategy and shape their competitive arenas. These are the 
companies we call “catalytic.”  Just as a chemical catalyst hastens the rate of a chemical reaction, 
companies with catalytic strategies shape their worlds at rates that take the competition’s breath 
away.

In chemistry, a catalyst works by altering the sequence of intermediate compounds that leads to 
the one ultimately desired. In catalytic strategy, then, the strategist must map out the sequence 
of strategic steps in order to begin thinking about whether a swifter sequence can be achieved 
by catalytic action.

Cisco did not acquire a company during the first seven years of its existence; but, on September 
24, 1993, Cisco acquired Crescendo Communications, a LAN switching company. Following 
the first Cisco takeover, acquisitions have constituted 50 percent of the company’s business 
activity.  Since then, Cisco has acquired close to 200 companies and dominated the computer 
networking arena since.  What is the key to success for these companies? The short answer is 
that each of them has employed what Harbor Research calls “Catalytic Strategy.”

In chemistry, a catalyst is an agent that speeds the chemical reaction that produces a desired 
compound. Similarly, in business, a catalytic strategy is one that hastens the arrival of a 
desired end result or state. Those results involve a “value compound,” a unique combination 
of technological and business system elements which, when offered to customers, results in 
accelerated market penetration, value chain advantage, or advantageous market structure. 

Of course, simply “rowing harder” may hasten the arrival of this state somewhat. But in business 
as in chemistry, catalysis is in essence the process of sneaking around a barrier that others are 
struggling to climb, and thereby arriving at the destination much more quickly. In other words, 
it is following an entirely new path. The catalyst itself may be the person, partner or other 
entity whose introduction into the business situation creates the shortcut to an advantageous 
structuring of one’s competitive arena. 

Sometimes a catalytic strategist succeeds by being the first to correctly identify clearly defined 
customer needs, and developing the value compounds that will attract the most desirable 
segments of those customers. In other situations, clearly defined customer needs cannot lead the 
way. In either case, the key to catalytic strategy is to create a unique business system, which puts 
one a leap ahead of others in shaping and attacking a market.  

Flexibility, innovation, and the ability to move quickly are essential elements of catalytic 
strategy. But for many companies in technology driven arenas, the velocity of change in the 
marketplace and the number of variables in play exceed many managers’ ability to make 
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Exhibit 08:  Stages of Smart Systems and Services Venture Innovation Maturity
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confident and informed decisions. At too many companies, management’s natural response to 
this environment is to try to slow the world down so they can understand and control it. 

Companies do this by attempting to lock in their customers, signing binding and inflexible 
agreements with suppliers and partners, approaching new markets with traditional means, and 
acquiring emerging competitors simply to remove them as market threats. These actions, while 
seemingly logical, in fact often run contrary to effective strategy in the evolving digital world. 

Even in this modern age of Smart Systems and the IoT, where computing is now migrating 
towards and embedding itself into the physical world, traditional players like Rockwell 
Automation and Danaher are employing catalytic strategies to drive new customer value.

Rockwell Automation has been at the forefront of driving convergence of industrial automation 
and operational technologies with information technologies to enable connected-enterprise 
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strategies for its customers.  Its ecosystem design includes alliances with Cisco, Microsoft and 
a vast network of value adding partners. Rockwell has utilized this ecosystem and disruptive 
technologies, such as industrial Ethernet, to help its industrial customers lay a foundation for 
the secure and seamless integration of the enterprise, supply chain and plant floor.

Rockwell’s broad automation and control product portfolio supported its services and 
engineered solutions is the company’s growth engine. Rockwell’s strategy is based on an open 
architecture that allows for the development of multi-brand networks and systems, particularly 
for more advanced applications. Rockwell’s “Connected Enterprise” architecture integrates 
plant-level and enterprise networks with equipment, systems and people.   

Rockwell’s catalytic strategy is based on a two prong approach -- driving architectural 
disruption on the plant floor through strategic partnerships with Cisco, Microsoft and others 
while driving differentiation through its channel and ecosystem partners.  The company has 

Exhibit 09:  Characteristics of Digital And Smart Systems Maturity Stages 
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to stay competitive, 
OEMs will need to sustain 
momentum in their core 

business while developing 
new digital and IoT growth 

ventures

built a strong channel and partner network worldwide with knowledgeable providers that 
help extend this architecture across industrial segments and applications. Within this context, 
Rockwell’s recent push into software, platforms and IIoT applications has been carefully 
“nurtured” in BUs, their labs and through cooperative developments. The company’s corporate 
and business development functions have been explicitly mandated to 
develop new strategic partnerships as well as hunt for “augmenting” 
acquisitions and investments.

Rockwell’s leadership closely guides strategy and investments which are 
focused on emergent software and related digital opportunities within 
the industrial sector, actively evolving the company structure, pursuing 
multiple acquisitions and new relationships to drive cross-unit synergies 
and create an explicit focus on new areas of growth and innovation. For 
Rockwell, “catalytic” means cleverly combining technology innovation, 
domain expertise, with one of the best and most developed network of 
partners and ecosystem participants. 

Between 1985 and 2010, Danaher has been one of the best-performing 
industrial diversified businesses based on the creative combination of 
it’s platform/portfolio acquisition strategy and the Danaher Business 
System—a systematic and wide-ranging set of organizational processes 
the company has developed to drive growth and create value.  

These successful companies have learned to actually accelerate the development of a market 
and use the resulting change and complexity to their advantage. Their unique and innovative 
business systems work to give them great advantage.  Catalytic strategies don’t just hasten 
market development, but help structure markets and competitive environments to give distinct 
advantages to the business innovator who moves first.

These cases are all examples of a single end of a spectrum. At this end are the strategies that 
follow from clearly defined customer needs, at the other are those where such needs cannot 
readily be seen or encompassed. What the companies at this first end of the spectrum have 
in common is that the ultimate value compound each company had to create was actually not 
difficult to envision. The customer as well as its needs were already extant and understood. It 
was simply a matter of building the business system that would better serve those needs, one 
that would render a more complete solution. 

Not every OEM’s situation fits this deterministic mold. At the other end of the spectrum are 
products that are architectural building blocks, usable in more applications than anyone can 
hope to imagine. These include programming languages, class libraries and reusable intellectual 
property, and multi-purpose electronic components such as sensor reference designs. For 
these products there is no simple picture of a “complete solution” that the product’s creator can 
envision, much less control. They are at the indeterminate end of the spectrum. For OEMs like 
Danaher and Rockwell, the catalysts were their internal capabilities as well as new capabilities 
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brought into play through acquisitions. Creators of architectural innovations require different 
catalytic mechanisms. These players depend heavily on alliances and broad ecosystems for 
adoption of the new “building blocks.”

ARM Holdings is the world’s leading semiconductor Intellectual 
Property (IP) supplier withs it microprocessor design IP at the heart of 
over 40% of all consumer devices worldwide.  ARM has an innovative 
business model. ARM does not manufacture the products that utilize 
its technology. Instead ARM creates the technology that is then used by 
other companies – its partners. These partners incorporate ARM IP with 
their own technology to create smart, energy-efficient chips suitable for 
modern electronic devices.  The company has very cleverly nurtured the 
creation of a business ecosystem comprising a large network of different 
types of partners to develop competitive advantage in the semiconductor 
industry.  Between 1990 and 2010, ARM became the leader in 
microprocessors for mobile and consumer devices; their  IP lies at the 
core of 95% of mobile phones produced in the world based on leveraging 
its ecosystem and partners like Qualcomm.

In 1991, former engineering professor Dr. Irwin Jacobs and his team 
were preparing to take the new wireless communications company 

Qualcomm public. They had proven that their technological approach, Code Division Multiple 
Access (CDMA), was feasible—and demonstrated that it could provide important benefits 
to wireless carriers and their subscribers. The Qualcomm team had patented a number of 
important advances in CMDA technology, and plans were in place for the company to design 
semiconductor chipsets to further advance CDMA and Qualcomm’s intellectual property. On 
the market side, the technology had been deployed successfully in the company’s OmniTRACS 
business, a fleet management system that was growing quickly in the market. 

From these roots, Qualcomm came to understand how to create whole new markets by enabling 
three critical dimensions:  platforms that address the needs of sub-markets with customization; 
portfolio including a wide variety of processing, connectivity, security, and interoperability 
capabilities; and partnerships to provide enablers. Qualcomm, like ARM Holdings, has built a 
formidable market position and created significant value.  

We have only looked at two dimensions of catalytic strategy: the deterministic type that 
combines acquisitions mixed with customer innovation, and the non-deterministic type 
informed by the architectural innovators that leverage the ecosystems they develop to drive 
adoption.  There are many potential “creative combinations” of these elements that OEMs can 
explore. Understanding what your company’s options and alternatives will be a critical factor in 
your strategy development.  

new architectures, 
interoperability and new 
business protocols are 
minimum requirements 
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An internationally recognized strategy consulting, design and technology research firm, Harbor 
Research has predicted, tracked, and driven the development of Smart Systems, Services and the 
Internet of Things since our inception in 1984. While our history is long, our strategy is simple: create 
value for our clients by combining creative facilitation with rigorous analysis and systems-focused 
thinking. It is this mindset that has given us the privilege of working with leaders in some of the 
greatest companies in the world.  In the same way that the market has flexed and grown over the 
years, our services and experience have evolved to better serve our clients. We work with clients in a 
variety of ways including strategy consulting, business model development, solution design services, 
advisory, research and content development and collaborative facilitation.

ABOUT HARBOR RESEARCH

UNIQUE PROCESSES
There is no simple 
“linear” process to drive 
new smart systems 
innovation.  Iterative, 
nonlinear methods 
are important because 
design innovation is a 
process of exploration 
and discovery. Our 
methods facilitate new 
thinking and unexpected 
concepts and ideas that 
drive tangible customer 
and market impact. 

We provide our clients 
with rigorous analysis and 
unique insights to support 
the development of new 
growth strategies and 
solutions. Our research, 
content and modeling work 
provides an ideal context 
for discovery and ideation. 
We combine market 
intelligence with creative  
decision making forums 
in a mutually supportive 
mode.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
Building new smart 
systems and digital growth 
ventures requires new 
and different modes of 
design, development and 
collaboration. We tap our 
community of innovators 
and thought leaders 
to help organizations 
push the boundaries of 
collaboration to include 
new and unfamiliar 
participants that help 
foster new insights and 
creative perspectives.

VIBRANT COMMUNITY


